Gale takes literature, history and culture to the next level with its new release of the most extensive compilation of literary commentary available: Literature Criticism Online. The 10 award-winning Gale series that comprise Literature Criticism Online reach back 30 years and cover centuries of critiques on authors and their works that span all time periods, types of literature and regions.

- **Contemporary Literary Criticism** — authors currently active or who died after Dec. 31, 1999
- **Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism** — major authors of 1900-1999
- **Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism** — major authors of 1800-1899
- **Shakespearean Criticism** — comprehensive coverage of Shakespeare
- **Literature Criticism from 1400 to 1800** — authors of the late-Middle Ages, the Renaissance and the Restoration eras
- **Classical and Medieval Literature Criticism** — major classical and medieval authors
- **Poetry Criticism** — poets of all eras
- **Short Story Criticism** — major authors of short fiction
- **Drama Criticism** — major dramatists of all eras
- **Children's Literature Review** — the most influential authors of children's literature

How was the theme of fate received when “The Aeneid” was published? What is the modern perspective on “The Merchant of Venice”? How do numerous views of Holden Caulfield contribute to the understanding of “The Catcher in the Rye”? For literature lovers and researchers of all kinds, there's no finer source than Literature Criticism Online to find commentary on classic and contemporary books, plays and poems.
FUNCTIONALITY, FLEXIBILITY AND FAHRVERGNÜGEN!

The German word for “driving pleasure” describes the experience users will have while navigating the new release of Literature Criticism Online. These customer-requested updates make research faster, easier and more productive than ever:

- **Browse Topics** — access more than 600 topical entries (new entries added regularly)
- **Browse Works and Browse Authors** — deep cross-referencing found in Gale’s Literary Index is now integrated within these features
- **Titles Discussed** — this goldmine for students of comparative literature allows users to link right to pages that discuss related titles within the entry
- **Relevant Pages** — find your search term and navigate directly to relevant pages with one click of a mouse (available now with both Keyword and Full-Text Searches)
- **InfoMarks** — cleaner links for document source citations stand out in bibliographies, coursepacks, social bookmarking sites and more
- And more!

MEET THE DEMANDS OF TODAY’S RESEARCHERS

Today’s researcher demands around-the-clock remote access. With Literature Criticism Online, centuries of analysis — scholarly and popular commentary from books, journals, magazines, broadsheets, pamphlets, diaries, and newspapers — is available in an easy-to-use, 24/7 online format that matches the exact look and feel of the print originals. Over 200,000 hard-to-find essays are placed at your patrons’ fingertips, supporting:

- Students with contextual material to better understand the social, political and historical implications of a work
- Faculty and academics with coverage of topics like Modernism, Romanticism, Gay and Lesbian Literature, the Holocaust, Magic Realism and hundreds more, each with extensive introductory material and critical analyses
- Book club members with assessments of their favorite works by top scholars and reviewers — adding depth and enriching discussions
- Literature lovers, history buffs, and general readers who are going deeper on current projects

STANDING ORDER OR DIGITAL ARCHIVE

Literature Criticism Online is available as an online standing order (including content from newly published volumes) and as a digital archive (comprised of any or all of the available series). Place your order today by calling your Gale Representative.

VIEWING YOUR RESULTS

Once you execute a successful search, you will view a results list. Scan the list to locate one to fit your research needs. You may change your sorting options according to: **Series**, **Title**, **Publication Date Ascending**, and **Publication Date Descending**. Click on the hyperlinked document text to read the document. You may also view the document’s table of contents and list of illustrations by selecting **Inside this Entry**.